CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

A. Conclusions

The data had been analyzed and conclusions are, firstly, two types of overlaps occur in the conversation of ‘Hitam Putih’ talk show, they are competitive and non-competitive overlaps and total of occurrences is 190, consist of competitive overlaps with 100 occurrences (52.63 %) and non-competitive overlaps with 90 occurrences (47.36 %).

Secondly, the occurrences of overlaps has good effects on the conversation in that programme to provoke the laughters and to create new ideas/topics in the conversation so that the conversation will not be monotonous and competitive overlaps contribute more than non-competitive overlaps also cause the occurrences of non-competitive.
B. Suggestions

Based on the conclusions above, the writer proposes suggestions as follows:

1. Theoretically, the reader can get new information and understanding about the effects of overlaps in conversation that happens in different context, especially in television programme like talk show that overlaps have the different contributions to that programme by provoking laughters and creating new ideas.

2. Practically, the reader can get more information to conduct the same research in analyzing overlaps.